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Introduction 79
The time to respond to a behavioral event can be highly variable. Even for simple 80 visually-guided saccades, saccadic reaction times (SRTs) can range from those 81 approaching the minimal sensory-to-motor delays in the case of express saccades to Subcommittee of the University of Western Ontario Council on Animal Care. We 141 monitored the monkeys' weights daily and their health was under the close supervision 142 of the university veterinarians. Surgical procedures describing drug regimes, post-143 surgical care implantation of head post, cryoloops, and placement of recording chamber 144 have been described previously (Rezvani and Corneil 2008; Peel et al. 2014) . Details of 145 the cryoloop dimensions, placement method and volume of inactivation for the monkeys 146 used in this study can be found elsewhere (Peel et al. 2014 (Peel et al. , 2016 (Peel et al. , 2017 . Briefly, each 147 monkey was implanted bilaterally with two stainless steel cryoloops in the inferior and 148 superior aspects of the arcuate sulcus [inferior arm (IA), superior arm (SA)],). In this 149 study we have only used unilateral IA cooling in both monkeys as this increases trial 150 yield during cooling, and produces ~70% of the SRT deficits caused by combined 151 unilateral cooling of the IA and SA (Peel et al. 2014) . A recent study suggested that low frequency activity in the caudal iSC during a delayed 197 saccade task may carry additional information about saccade kinematics in addition to 198 preparatory signals (Jagadisan and Gandhi 2017). There is an important distinction 199 between our study and that of Jagadisan and Gandhi as the knowledge of the saccade 200 goal precedes the buildup of low frequency activity in their task. Moreover, a previous 201 study employing an immediate response task similar to ours did not find any correlation between preparatory activity with saccade metric or kinematic (Basso and Wurtz 1998) . 203 Also, we (in this study) and others have also shown that the overall level of preparatory 204 activity for ipsi-and contraversive saccades is not different when their probability of 205 occurrence is same (Dorris et al. 1997; Sparks et al. 2000; Krauzlis 2003; Rezvani and 206 Corneil 2008).
208
All behavioral analyses were carried out using customized MATLAB programs 209 (MATLAB, The MathsWorks Inc., MA). Eye position traces were filtered using a 3rd 210 order low pass butterworth filter and differentiated to produce eye velocity. Eye velocity 211 was used to determine the onset and offset times of saccades with a velocity criterion of 212 30°/s and the maximum instantaneous velocity between saccade onset and offset was 213 deemed as peak velocity. The eye position at saccade offset was used to calculate the Neuron classification: 222 We estimated the instantaneous firing rate of a recorded neuron with a continuous spike 223 density function for each trial, generated by convolving the spike train with a 224 postsynaptic activation function with a rise time of 1ms and a decay time of 20ms 225 (Hanes et al. 1995) . Use of a different convolution function (e.g., a 10ms gaussian 226 kernel) did not alter any of the results. We classified our sample of neurons broadly 227 based on a previous study (Dorris et al. 1997 
243
We also recorded neurons from the rostral pole of iSC. For rostral iSC fixation neurons, 244 we calculated the same parameters as the buildup neurons but named it differently: 
Detection of onset of preparatory activity:
Recently, we reported that change in SRT following FEF inactivation during a delayed Wilcoxon sign rank test at a p level of 0.05. We also implemented a novel population-294 based analysis comparing population PREP activity for SRT matched saccades across 295 FEF inactivation. The logic and description of this analysis is described in the Results.
297

Results
298
We report single unit activity from the left iSC of 2 monkeys (DZ and OZ) while the left 299 FEF was reversibly inactivated by cryogenic means, when animals were engaged in the 300 gap saccade task. We performed 54 inactivation sessions in monkey DZ and 35 301 inactivation sessions in monkey OZ. In each session for a neuron to be further the mean response center of 9° ± 3.7° (horizontal, mean ± sd) and 2.5° ± 5.8° (vertical).
311
Fixation-related activity was also recorded from 17 rostral iSC neurons (9 and 8 neurons 312 from monkey DZ and OZ, respectively).
314
Consistent with our previous reports (Peel et al. 2014 (Peel et al. , 2016 (Peel et al. , 2017 , unilateral cryogenic 315 FEF inactivation increased contraversive SRTs within and across all sessions ( Fig. 1B , 316 D). In contrast to previous reports, such inactivation did not consistently increase 317 ipsiversive SRTs (Fig. 1A, C) . The failure to observe ipsiversive SRT increases may be 318 due to differences in target configuration and behavioral task (e.g., 2 potential targets 319 here versus 32 potential targets in the visually-guided saccades tasks reported in (Peel 320 et al. 2014); the use of a visually-guided saccade task here versus the use of delayed 321 saccade tasks in (Peel et al. 2014 (Peel et al. , 2016 (Peel et al. , 2017 ). We also compared saccade metrics 322 and kinematics across all the sessions. We did not observe any change in horizontal 323 saccade amplitude across FEF inactivation for all sessions (n=89 sessions, mean 324 difference in horizontal amplitude=0.07°±0.61°; p=0.3964, z-val=0.8480; Sign test).
Vertical saccade amplitude showed a significant, albeit small, decrease (mean 326 difference in vertical amplitude=-0.37°±0.82°; p=0.0015, z-val=-3,18; Sign test). The 327 mean endpoint scatter of saccades did not change in 59 out of 89 sessions (p>0.05;
328
Wilcoxon rank sum test) and across all sessions also showed only a small but 329 significant increase from 1.04±0.30° to 1.27±0.34° (p=2.42e-08, z-val=-5.5785;
330
Wilcoxon sign rank test). Next, we compared peak saccade velocity across session and 331 found a reduction in peak saccade velocity in 63 out of 89 sessions during FEF 332 inactivation (p<0.05; Wilcoxon rank sum test). Across sessions, mean saccade peak In a recent study, we showed that FEF inactivation delayed the onset of saccadic 385 activity in a delayed saccade task (Peel et al. 2017) . We wondered if the onset of PREP 386 activity during the gap interval would also be modified during FEF inactivation. There did not appear to be any obvious changes in the onset of PREP activity in the 388 representative neurons shown in Fig Fig. 4D; p=0 .49, z-val=-0.6903). For the 11 neurons that exhibited a 474 significant correlation in both the FEF warm and FEF cool conditions, we found 475 significant increases in both the y-intercept (Fig. 4E, p=0 .002; z-val=-2.8451; Wilcoxon 476 sign rank test) and a steepening of the slope (Fig. 4F, p=0 .04; z-val=2.0449).
477
Effectively, these changes mean that the linear regressions were pivoting around the 478 lower SRT ranges, so that progressively greater levels of PREP activity preceded 479 longer-SRT saccades. Monkey OZ:p=8.84e-009; z-val=5.7516; Wilcoxon ranksum test). We then identified a 499 50ms range where the SRT distribution in the FEFwarm and FEF cool conditions 500 overlapped, with at least 5% of the total trials within each 10 ms bin. The range of 501 overlapping SRTs was 110 to 160ms for monkey DZ (shaded region, Fig. 5A ) and 120 502 to 170ms for monkey OZ (shaded region, Fig. 5C ). After identifying the appropriate 503 range, we then subdivided the SRTs into partially overlapping sub-populations, 504 constructing 7 subpopulations of 20ms bins incrementing by 5ms (e.g., 110-130ms, The SRT ranges studied in the above population analysis did not include express 538 saccades, which we defined as SRTs between 70-120ms in accordance to previous 539 studies (Schiller et al. 1987; Paré and Munoz 1996; Dorris et al. 1997; Sparks et al. 2000) . As shown by the SRT distributions in Fig. 5A & C, both monkeys still generated 541 express saccades during FEF inactivation, although their incidence was reduced. To 542 analyze such rare saccades, we adopted the following SRT-matching logic. First, we 543 identified those rare trials where a contraversive express saccade was generated during 544 FEF inactivation. Using the SRT of this "FEF cool" express saccade, we then searched 545 the FEF warm data recorded from the same iSC neuron for trials where a matching 546 "FEF warm" contraversive express saccade was generated with a SRT within ± 3ms.
547
Across our entire sample, we obtained 191 such matches (165 from monkey DZ and 26 548 from monkey OZ). We then pooled iSC activity across all matches to produce 549 population-level representations of PREP activity preceding express saccades 550 generated with the FEF inactivated or not. As shown in Fig. 6A , FEF inactivation had no 551 effect on the final level of iSC PREP activity ( Fig. 6D; p=0 .59; z-val=-0.5287; Wilcoxon 552 sign rank test). However, the level of baseline was significantly increased during FEF 553 inactivation ( Fig. 6B; p=0 .0014; z-val=-3.1871; Wilcoxon sign rank test) and the slope of 554 PREP accumulation also showed an increase (Fig. 6C; p=0 In summary, express saccades during FEF inactivation, although reduced in overall 561 incidence, were associated with higher baseline activity but an unchanged final level of 562 activity at the end of PREP epoch. ). This recent work also correlated increases in SRT during FEF inactivation with 603 delays in the onset of saccade-related accumulation during a delayed-saccade task. In 604 the current study we did not find any changes in the onset of preparatory activity during 605 FEF inactivation. As outlined below, our data suggests that SRT in the gap saccade 606 task is largely dictated by the magnitude of preparatory activity attained just before 607 arrival of the visual transient, rather than the time at which such activity starts to 608 accumulate.
610
Could this generalized reduction in iSC activity relate to a redistribution of activity 611 toward the contralesional iSC? Several observations argue against this interpretation.
612
First, ipsilesional SRTs do not decrease during large-volume cryogenic inactivation or 613 ablation of the FEF (Fig. 1A ,C; see also (Peel et al. 2014; Kunimatsu et al. 2015) ), in 614 contrast to the "push-pull" rebalancing of oculomotor activity during small-volume 615 pharmacological FEF inactivation (Sommer and Tehovnik 1997; Dias and Segraves 616 1999), Further, our recent study showed that contralesional iSC activity did not increase 617 in delayed-saccade tasks during unilateral FEF inactivation (Peel et al. 2017) . We also 618 observed that rostral iSC activity decreases, rather than increases, upon unilateral FEF 619 inactivation, suggesting that the decrease in caudal iSC preparatory activity is also not a 620 consequence of rostro-caudal reciprocal inhibitory interactions. These observations 621 from rostral iSC recordings are consistent with our previous observations of how the 622 peak velocities of microsaccades decrease, rather than increase, during FEF 623 inactivation (Peel et al. 2016) .
625
The level of preparatory activity reached by the end of the gap interval is 626 unchanged during FEF inactivation for SRT-matched saccades 627 We also addressed, for the first time, if and how the negative relationship between iSC 628 preparatory activity and SRT is influenced when a major input to iSC is suddenly 629 removed. At the single neuron level, the effects of FEF inactivation were surprisingly 630 diverse, with the relationship being abolished in some neurons and systematically 631 altered (increased slope and y-intercept) in others. We recently reported a similar 632 diversity of effects of FEF inactivation on saccade-related activity (Peel et al. 2017) . We have no ready explanation for this diversity of effects. It may be that the FEF only 634 projects directly to a subset of iSC neurons; however, to our knowledge there is no 635 anatomical data that speaks directly to this point. Our observation of an unaltered population profile for preparatory signals also extends 658 to express saccades. Behavioral (Fischer et al. 1984; Paré and Munoz 1996) and 659 neurophysiological (Edelman and Keller 1996; Dorris et al. 1997; Sparks et al. 2000) 660 studies have emphasized a paradoxical nature of these movements: on one hand, they 
